Frequently Asked Questions
◇When does this ICO start?
Whitestone Coin ICO starts from January 25, 2018 14:00 (JST) and end on April 3.
◇What is WHS and what is the rewards?
WHS is an abbreviation of Whitestone Coin. There are various rewards depending on the
number of tokens retained.
Rewards１－Entry tickets to Karuizawa Newart Museum
1 ticket per 10 tokens
Rewards 2 － Discount on the purchase of artworks at Whitestone Gallery
For over 100 token holders - 10％ Discount
For over 200 token holders - 15％ Discount
For over 500 token holders - 20％ Discount
※ Including artworks purchased from this crowdsale.
※ Some artworks are not included in the reward list.
Reward 3 - Digital artwork as a special gift
All token holders who own 10 tokens or more will be able to access to the master of
digital artworks by a famous artist Naoko Tosa.

◇During the Sale period, how many tokens will be sold?
Tokens for sale is 5,000,000 WHS、Total token issuance is 10,000,000 WHS.
※Token sale will be stopped once the tokens are sold out.

◇Is there any advance purchase benefit?
Bonus varies by the scheduled phase below. Earlier you purchase, more bonus you get.
Phase 1 : Bonus 30%
January 25 2018, 14:00 (JST) - February 08 2018, 13:59 (JST)

Phase 2 : Bonus 15%
February 8 2018, 14:00 (JST) - February 28 2018, 13:59 (JST)
Phase 3 : Bonus 5%
February 28 2018, 14:00 (JST) - March 14 2018, 13:59 (JST)
Phase 4 : No bonus
March 14 2018, 14:00 (JST) - April 3 2018, 14:00 (JST)

◇Is there any other bonus?
If you refer us to your friends, you get additional 10% based on your friends’ purchased
tokens. When introducing us to your friends, please inform your friends to provide us
your registered email address.

◇How much is Token price? How much is the minimum purchase?
1WHS＝0.0006BTC、1WHS＝0.01ETH
The minimum purchase is BTC: 4WHS, ETH: 1WHS
◇Where can we check the token holdings status?
On the right upper side of header menu, you see Login button. Login and check from your
Profile page.
◇Can anyone buy tokens?
Depending on residential country and region, you might not be able to purchase or there
are some restrictions. Please check “Terms of Use”.

◇Is WHS Token a security token？
No. WHS Token is not security token.
◇What company issues WHS Tokens?
Whitestone Gallery Hon Kong.
The address is below:
HK Wong Chuk Hang 6F, Heung Wah Industrial Building, 12 Wong Chuk Hang Road,
Hong Kong

◇I participate in ICO for the first time, please tell me how to buy.
Thank you very much. First, please read Whitepaper carefully. We also have “How to buy”
button on our site. Please check it out.

